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ABSTRACT: Design process in modem companies is process with strict rules. Aim of design 
process is to decrease of failure risk and design cost and to increase quality. Logistic process is a part 
of this process. In next text are presented two design processes and design of logistics concept in 
automotive industry. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Time for design of new cars is shortened. It is valid for design all single parts of car. From this 
exist in all automotive suppliers design system ofnew parts. The name ofthis system is in companies 
different, but the goal is the same: design the great cheapest product in the shortest time. But all 
products must be with excellent quality. Part of this process is logistics concept. 
The logistics concept is an overall and multi-dimensional model of the logistics system. The 
logistics concept combines the dimensions of material flows, chains of activities and different views 
on the complex logistics systems into a simple qualitative and visual grid. [8] 
Developing logistics concept is a creative and useful pročess where the participants acquire an 
understanding of the causa! relationships between activities· across functional, organisational and 
system boundaries. [8] 
2 DESIGN PROCESS AT SIEMENS ELEKTROMOTORY, S.R.O. 
Siemens Elektromotory is producer of induction motors. In Siemens is design system nametl PLM 
(Product lifecycle management). Part of this system is described in organization instruction OV 512 
Produkt-Entstehungsprozess. In Siemens PLM defines the lifecycle of a product fiom the first idea to 
the phase out [3]. The product is usually designed for all customers. 
The PLM is part of process house. The other processes of the process house are: Management 
process (planning and controlling, audits ... ), Customer relationship management, Supply chain 
management, Other processes (human resources, environment ... ). 
Phases of PLM are: 
r 
• Planning and management of product portfolio
• Define - definition of product ( quality, feature)
• Realize - design [6], approve, place in the market
• Commercialize - customer relationship management, supply chain management
• Phase out - coordinate phase out
The PLM is in Siemens new and a lot ofpeople don't see advantages ofthis system.
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A) 
C) 
Figure 2 Interior of exterior packing returnable system - variants 
Figure 3 Container Plastic box 1200xl 000xl000 mm (3x8, total 24 headlamps), retumable system 
Phase 2 - Concept and detailing 
In this phase is developed first real form of headlamp with al! inner parts (in CAD system). First 
headlamp is produced by 3D printing technology (A-Muster). This headlamp is not from serial 
material. With this real model we can check al! mechanical function but couldn't check optical 
quality. In accordance with real 3D model is headlamp released by customer. 
After customer releasing ofthe A-Muster are first tools manufactured (Aluminium tools) and first 
parts are produced (B-Muster). 
With headlamps (B-Muster) was prepared complete logistic concept. In the first step we checked 
maxima! load for external packing of headlamp. First packing systems are produced and tested. For 
this project were prepared two vers ions (see fig. 2: B, C) ofpacking. 
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